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Communism, dedicated by ing to biographer Jung Chang. The mid- tellectuals: Jean-Paul Sartre for Stalin, Ronald Reagan’s speech at Berlin’s BranPresident Bush Tuesday, is dle estimate of Stalin’s victims is 40 mil- Noam Chomsky for Pol Pot, and so on. denburg Gate, calling on the Soviets to
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almost fatally late in recognizing the depth rial is also, inescapably, a tribute to him.
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Investing in Africa
Slave Labor, Still
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onsidering the enormity of
what it commemorates, the
Memorial to the Victims of
Communism, dedicated by
President Bush Tuesday, is
striking for its modest proportions: a
10-foot female figure raising a torch at a
busy intersection in Washington, D.C.
That’s a fitting rebuke to an ideology
that made a fetish of statuary, and murder, on a monumental scale.

B

ritain this year marks the
200th anniversary of the abolition of the transatlantic slave
trade. But just because slavery
is outlawed in most corners of
the world today doesn’t mean it has been
eradicated. If anything, it’s thriving.
That’s the depressing message of the
U.S. State Department’s Report on Trafficking in Persons, released this week.
From forced sex to indentured servitude,
trafficking is escalating. More than
800,000 people—half of whom are children—are trafficked across borders each
year, according to State. Besides depriving people of their freedom, modern-day
slavery impacts global health and boosts
organized crime. Yet good data and public awareness are often hard to come by—
which is why State’s report on government policies on trafficking merits a
closer look.
This year, there’s a new, old trend on
the rise: slave labor. We’ve long supported the free movement of people
across borders, which helps the poor find
better economic opportunities. But in today’s globalizing world, more and more

An Overdue Memorial
The numbers are almost beyond reckoning. Mao Zedong was responsible for
70 million peacetime murders, according to biographer Jung Chang. The middle estimate of Stalin’s victims is 40 million. Pol Pot slaughtered nearly three million fellow Cambodians in only four
years. Ethiopia’s Mengistu killed some
1.5 million opponents in the late 1970s,
and contributed to the death by starvation of a million others in the 1980s.

Throughout these and other horrors,
Communists always managed to find highprofile apologists among the bourgeois intellectuals: Jean-Paul Sartre for Stalin,
Noam Chomsky for Pol Pot, and so on.
Some, like Sidney Hook, Arthur Koestler
and Whittaker Chambers, repented, but
most did not. They may not have been witting accomplices to the butchery, quite.
But they are the reason why the West was
almost fatally late in recognizing the depth

of evil it faced in its communist enemy.
Not by coincidence, Tuesday’s dedication took place on the 20th anniversary of
Ronald Reagan’s speech at Berlin’s Brandenburg Gate, calling on the Soviets to
“tear down this wall.” Back then, the smart
set (and some of his own advisers) said he
was a fool for seeking to bring the communist nightmare to an end. Inasmuch as he
led the free world in doing so, the memorial is also, inescapably, a tribute to him.

Slave Labor, Still
workers find themselves duped, toiling books but rarely backs them up with arunder pseudo-legal contracts or bonded rests. Little wonder the world’s most popto an employer and too indebted to es- ulous democracy is also a huge hub for
bonded child labor.
cape. It’s a negative side of
A better way to attack
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ceiving end of trafficking. They may bene- caught onto this idea with its guest
fit from the cheap labor but would be bet- worker program; America is currently
ter off finding legal ways for immigrants wrestling—unsuccessfully so far—with
to enter, cutting out the corrupt middle- a similar idea.
man.
But it’s hard to tackle the trafficking
One way to do this is through legislat- problem without knowing its extent in
ing punishments for trafficking, but this the first place. Very few non-governmenisn’t necessarily a panacea if enforcement tal organizations focus on labor trafficklags. Malaysia, for instance forced an anti- ing, preferring instead to aid victims of
trafficking law through parliament this the sex industry. Few governments outyear—though we’re told it’s more for side the U.S. even recognize labor trafshow than substance—in a country that’s ficking as an ill on par with sex traffickregularly cited as one of the worst Asian ing. And even fewer exchange informaoffenders. India has decent laws on the tion about it.

The best hope for combating trafficking lies with governments that are accountable to their citizens. That includes, for example, Mexico and India,
both of which are on State’s “Tier 2
watchlist”—countries where trafficking
“is very significant or is significantly increasing.” Tier 1 is reserved for governments that enforce anti-trafficking laws;
Tier 3 is for the worst offenders, which
are subject to U.S. trade sanctions. It’s no
coincidence that Tier 3 constitutes a roll
call of dictatorships, from Cuba to Iran.
Little will happen if the issue remains
invisible, or worse, ignored. Three
cheers, then, to the U.S., which was one
of the last developed countries to abolish slavery, for now leading the fight
against it.
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America’s current immigration policy is preferable to a new enforcement regime, argues our “Review & Outlook” column. For more U.S. and European commentary, visit WSJ.com/opinion.

